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A Family Guide to the Grand Circle National Parks was the top selling travel guide for the Southwest

since it came out last year.Ã‚Â  The reason is simple: the guide describes a complete vacation of

the Southwest in one book.Ã‚Â  Within it are detailed descriptions to help in planning your vacation,

covering every major national park in the Southwest, seven parks in all, including Zion, Bryce,

Arches and the Grand Canyon.Ã‚Â  That said, we at Gone Beyond Guides couldn&apos;t stop

there, we wanted to keep making the guide better.Ã‚Â  With that, this second edition contains

everything the first edition had, but also includes detailed maps of all seven parksÃ‚Â as well as

updated information, more hikes, more things to do, and simply more of everything to help make

your vacation a great one!Ã‚Â  The Grand Circle is an area of remarkable majesty, holding the

largest concentration of national parks in the United States. The lands within it contain the very

definition of the American Southwest. There are few family vacations as incredible as a journey

within the Grand Circle.Ã‚Â This book is for everyone and includes additional tips for families with

children. Ã‚Â A Family Guide to the Grand Circle National ParksÃ‚Â takes you through seven

national parks, including Zion, Bryce Canyon, Capitol Reef,Canyonlands, Arches, Mesa Verde and

Grand Canyon National Parks. Each park is diverse, but when seen together, they create a once in

a lifetime escape.Ã‚Â A Family Guide to the Grand Circle National ParksÃ‚Â includes rich details of

where to stay, what to do, where to go, plus park maps, history and geology. The book also

contains sections on visiting Las Vegas with children, help on deciding whether to do the trip in an

RV, plus rich stories of humor and reflection.Ã‚Â 
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"A Family Guide to the Grand Circle National Parks is a fun, easy read and excellent guide for

anyone wanting to tour the Southwest USA, good guide book with or without an RV.""Loved it! ---

Rich P.We were planning a trip to three of the parks, but after picking up A Family Guide.. we added

on two others. Really helpful information and definitely helped us plan out a better vacation.. and the

stories were a welcome plus! I want to do this trip again!" - Tanya and Trevor L. "What a fresh

approach to travel guides, I actually read it cover to cover!" - Ernest D. " I absolutely love it!!! The

pictures are beautiful and to be honest, what he wrote actually made me cry at one point. We all get

so caught up with TV, Facebook, gadgets, etc that we forget to live our lives and enjoy what God

has truly given us. It makes me want to change my life completely." --- Heather S.this trip again!" -

Tanya and Trevor L. "What a fresh approach to travel guides, I actually read it cover to cover!" -

Ernest D. "I absolutely love it!!! The pictures are beautiful and to be honest, what he wrote actually

made me cry at one point. We all get so caught up with TV, Facebook, gadgets, etc that we forget to

live our lives and enjoy what God has truly given us. It makes me want to change my life

completely." - Heather S. "A Family Guide to the Grand Circle National Parks made my once in life

time vacation a once in a lifetime vacation! Awesome travel guide, great stories, a great book!" -

Jenn H. "Meticulously and exquisitely written, very informative, beautifully illustrated with

photographs." - Terry T. "You have a terrific guidebook here!" - Michael M. "Bought it, read it, and

decided to just follow the author's route. This book was perfect for us! Really streamlined our

planning, great coverage, I could just pick up the book and decide what to do each day." -----Eric B.

"A Family Guide to the Grand Circle National Parks is aÃ‚Â fun, easy read and excellent guidefor

anyone wanting to tour the Southwest USA, good guide book with or without an RV." - Rich

P."Loved it!Ã‚Â  We were planning a trip to three of the parks, but after picking up A Family Guide..

we added on two others. Really helpful information and definitely helped us plan out a better

vacation.. and the stories were a welcome plus!Ã‚Â Ã‚Â I want to do this trip again!" - Tanya and

Trevor L."What a fresh approach to travel guides, I actually read it cover to cover!" - Ernest D.Ã‚Â "I

absolutely love it!!!Ã‚Â  The pictures are beautiful and to be honest, what he wrote actually made

me cry at one point.Ã‚Â  We all get so caught up with TV, Facebook, gadgets, etc that we forget to

live our lives and enjoy what God has truly given us.Ã‚Â  It makes me want to change my life

completely." - Heather S."A Family Guide to the Grand Circle National Parks made my once in life



time vacation a once in a lifetime vacation!Ã‚Â  Awesome travel guide, great stories, a great book!"

- Jenn H."Meticulously and exquisitely written,Ã‚Â very informative, beautifully illustratedÃ‚Â with

photographs." - Terry T."You have a terrific guidebook here!" - Michael M."Bought it, read it, and

decided to just follow the author&apos;s route.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â This book was perfect for us!Ã‚Â Really

streamlined our planning, great coverage, I could just pick up the book and decide what to do each

day." - Eric B.

Great guidebook to the Grand Circle! Last year I had borrowed the prior Kindle edition as a Prime

member and loved it. I recently purchased this fresh edition of the printed book to take on our trip

that this guidebook helped inspire us to do. We won't be RVing and so skipped over that chapter --

but the balance of the book has great, well-written info. This new edition has more detail about the

parks, particularly with regard to hiking options. Love the entertaining, sometimes moving and often

self-deprecating vignettes that accompany each chapter (e.g., Love you Dad....Can I have the

iPad?). Kudos and thanks to Mr. Henze and family!

I very light fun read. I find a lot of these books can be tedious and can make my eyes bleed, but this

is not only very informative but it is written in a fun, easy to read format.

Just what i needed for the loop trip.

I found this book to be much less useful than I hope as a travel guide to these parks. Instead it was

a travel story of one family's visit to these parks. If you like reading a story, perhaps this book is OK.

If you are looking for a uesful travel guide to help you plan a trip, there are much better chioces than

this book.

Very interesting perspective! Educational as well as captivating

Has a nice breakdown of camping, lodging, food, and many reviews of hiking trails rated by difficulty

and time.
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